DIGITAL ROMANCE DISORDER
by
Nigel Cooper
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
–
A rollercoaster ride in the crazy world
of Internet dating
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
–
Nick Ryder has been single for ten years since
divorcing his wife, who was twice unfaithful to him.
Working from home Nick has found it impossible to
meet a woman. So, after his best friends persuade
him to join an Internet dating website, he embarks
on a series of dates with hilarious, outrageous, a
little scary, and just plain weird consequences.
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'Nick Spalding fans will love it!'

After a string of unsuccessful – and unusual – dates,
Nick starts to lose heart and after swimming in the
murky waters of internet dating for months on end
he’s beginning to wonder how many more times he’s
going to have to go through this before he finally
meets the woman of his dreams.
Sometimes, no matter how hard you try to find love,
at the end of the day it will just come up from behind
and smack you on the back of the head when you
least expect it.
‘This story will chime with anybody who’s
done their time in the trenches of
Internet dating warfare.’
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